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a b s t r a c t
We present a novel, simple and easily implementable algorithm to report all intersections
in an embedding of a complete graph. For graphs with N vertices and complexity K
measured as the number of segments of the embedding, the running time of the algorithm
is Θ(K + NM), where M is the maximum number of edges cut by any vertical line. Our
algorithm handles degeneracies, such as vertical edges or multiply intersecting edges,
without requiring numerical perturbations to achieve general position.
The algorithm is based on the sweep line technique, one of the most fundamental
techniques in computational geometry, where an imaginary line passes through a given
set of geometric objects, usually from left to right. The algorithm sweeps the graph using a
topological line, borrowing the concept of horizon trees from the topological sweepmethod
[H. Edelsbrunner, L.J. Guibas, Topologically sweeping an arrangement, J. Comput. Syst. Sci.
38 (1989) 165–194; J. Comput. Syst. Sci. 42 (1991) 249–251 (corrigendum)].
The novelty in our approach is to control the topological line through the use of the
moving wall that separates at any time the graph into two regions: the region of known
structure, in front of the moving wall, and the region that may contain intersections
generated by edges – that have not yet been registered in the sweep process – behind the
wall.
Our method has applications to graph drawing and for depth-based statistical analysis,
for computing the simplicial depth median for a set of N data points [G. Aloupis,
S. Langerman, M. Soss, G. Toussaint, Algorithms for bivariate medians and a Fermat-
Torricelli problem for lines, Comp. Geom. Theory Appl. 26 (1) (2003) 69–79].
We present the algorithm, its analysis, experimental results and extension of the
method to general graphs.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Sweep line algorithms: The problem of reporting all intersection points in a graph embedding is basic in graph theory and
has application to graph drawing and for depth-based statistical analysis [2] (see Section 7). The problem can be solved using
the sweep line technique, one of the most fundamental techniques in computational geometry. In a sweep line algorithm, ‘‘an
imaginary vertical line passes through a given set of geometric objects, usually from left to right. The spatial dimension that
the sweep line moves across, the x-dimension, is treated as a dimension of time. A sweep line algorithm typically manages
two sets of data, the sweep line status, that gives the relationship among the objects intersected by the sweep line and
the event point schedule, a sequence of x-coordinates ordered from left to right that defines the positions where changes
to the sweep line status occur’’ [3]. The vertical line is also said to cut the arrangement, so the line and the cut are used
synonymously.
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Fig. 1. An example of applying the plane sweep technique to solve the problem of reporting all intersections among a set of n line segments and k
intersection points [4]. The figure contains an arrangement of 7 segments (a−g) with 4 intersection points (A−D). The segments’ endpoints are numbered
according to their order along the x-axis. Assume that the sweep advances from left to right. The sweep line is drawn in 2 positions: (1) In its left position
the status data structure holds segments {a, c, e, d} and the event point schedule contains all segments’ endpoints to the right of the sweep line and
intersections B and D. Intersection C is not yet detected by the algorithm. (2) After intersection B is processed the order of segments a and c changes in
the status data structure. After point 7 is processed segment f is added to the status data structure and intersection C , that is the intersection of the newly
adjacent segments f and e is detected and added to the event point schedule. Since segments d and e are no longer adjacent, intersection D is removed
from the event point schedule and will not be reinserted until after intersection C is processed.
First consider the problem of reporting all intersections among a set of n infinite lines and how the basic sweep technique
can be applied to solve it [4]. In a set of n infinite lines, every pair of lines intersects and the number of intersection points k
is at most n(n−1)2 = O(n2).1
• The event point schedule exactly comprises the set of intersection points, where the sweep line status changes and lines
change position. The data structure is often a dynamic heap since the intersection event points are detected only as the
algorithm progresses, and need to be added to the event point schedule. At every step of the algorithm, the left-most
event point, the next to be processed, can be removed from the heap and new intersections can be added to it in O(log n)
time.
• The status data structure holds the order of the lines that cross the sweep line in its current position. Since every line
cuts the sweep line, the status data structure is static and has size that is linear with the number of lines.
• New intersection points are detected by checking if pairs of adjacent lines along the sweep line form an intersection.
Intersection points of lines that are no longer adjacent can be deleted from the event point schedule, to be reinserted
later. It can be shown that this check suffices to report all intersection points and that only a constant number of pairs
needs to be compared in every step of the algorithm.
• The total time complexity is dominated by the number of steps of the algorithm, corresponding to the number of event
points O(k) = O(n2), times the cost of every step, O(log n), for a total of O(n2 log n).
Vertical sweep line algorithms, however, have been used far more generally to solve intersection problems for arbitrary
sets of objects, such as lines, segments or polygons. Given an arrangement of n objects, output all k intersection points
according to a pre-specified order, for example, the order along one of the axes, or an order satisfying some locality
constraints.
Applying the sweep line technique to an arrangement of finite line segments introduces some restrictions compared to a
set of infinite lines (see Fig. 1). The structure holding the sweep line status needs to be dynamic, as segments are constantly
being inserted and deleted. The status data structure is often a balanced binary search tree with a size that is linear in the
maximal number of segments. Consequently, it is possible to add or delete segments, or to search the tree in O(log n) time.
The event points, where the status of the sweep line changes, now have two types and include both intersection points and
graph vertices. The segment endpoints are known in advance and can be ordered in an initialization step in O(n log n) time,
while intersection event points are detected as the algorithm progresses, and are added to the event point schedule.
The main drawback of the traditional vertical sweep algorithm is the O(log n) penalty associated with the cost to output
the next intersection point in x-order, and advance the cut past that point. Several sweep based algorithms that remove the
log n factor have been suggested, culminating in the optimal algorithm by Chazelle and Edelsbrunner [5] and Balaban [6],
see Section 2 for details.
Sweeping an embedding of the complete graph:We concentrate on the problem of reporting all intersection points in an
embedding of the complete graph on N vertices that may contain degeneracies, such as vertical edges or multiply intersecting
1 If more than two lines intersect in exactly the same Euclidean point the corresponding intersections coincide.
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edges, using a sweep linemethod. The problem of sweeping the complete graph on N vertices can be treated as a problem
of sweeping a set of N2 (N − 1) segments whose endpoints intersect in exactly N points, which are the graph vertices.We
present a novel, simple and easily implementable algorithmwhose time complexity depends on the complexity of the
input graph.
A graph presents several difficulties for a sweep line algorithm thatmost of the existing optimal sweep techniques do not
handle. Primary is that short edges not yet encountered by the sweep linemay create intersections that should be processed
before intersections created by long edges that have already been detected. Processing in the wrong order may cause errors
by introducing intersections not in the graph or ignoring others. In the traditional vertical line sweep, this problem is handled
easily, because of the left-to-right order imposed on processing the intersection points. However, this restriction adds the
O(log n) processing factor over the optimal time complexity. We will show that the structure of the complete graph will
enable us to overcome the problem of short and long edges without requiring the additional log n factor.
Our algorithm uses a topological line, borrowing the concept of the horizon trees from the topological sweepmethod [1],
processes each intersection in amortized constant time and maintains optimal time and space. Intuitively, in a topological
sweep an arrangement of objects is swept with a topological line (a cut), a monotonic line in the y-direction that intersects
each of the objects at most once. A sweep is implemented in a series of elementary steps, where the topological line is
advanced past an intersection point. The state of the sweep line is maintained via the horizon trees: two graphs that can be
updated easily as the sweep progresses and whose intersection is exactly the cut. Edelsbrunner et al. showed that in the
case of infinite lines the structure of the horizon trees is enough to maintain the correct topological ordering of the vertices,
without requiring the additional O(log n) processing factor.
The key innovation in our approach – essential in order to transfer the concept of horizon trees to the graph world – is
the use of themoving wall that separates at any time the graph into two regions: the region in front of the moving wall with
known structure, and the region behind the wall that may contain intersections generated by edges not yet registered in the
sweep process. We will show that the structure of the horizon trees, as constrained by the moving wall, can be maintained
in optimal time, and allows the graph to be traversed correctly, without introducing errors to the structure of the resulting
graph.
Dealing with degenerate data is a notoriously untreated problem one has to face when implementing geometric
algorithms. A common technique for handling degeneracies and floating point errors is perturbation [7]. Burnikel et al. [8],
one of the few papers that actively deals with degenerate cases, argue that perturbation is not always effective in practice
and that it is simpler (in terms of programming effort) and more efficient (in terms of running time) to deal directly
with degenerate inputs. Their paper presents two implementations whose running time can be sensitive to the amount of
degeneracy.We follow their example and createdmethods2 to handle degeneracies directly by adding dummy intersections
and augmenting the data structure with additional information about the intersection points (see Section 3.2.1). Ironically,
for our algorithm, degeneracy improves running time.
Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 presents the sweep algorithm and Section 4 its analysis. Sections 5 and 6
contain experimental results and future work on extending the idea to general graph embedding. Section 7 presents an
application for computing the simplicial depth median.
2. Related work and prior results
Several techniques based on the plane sweep paradigm can be used to sweep a graph, as detailed below.
Plane sweep, first introduced by Bentley and Ottmann [4], which sweeps a vertical line from left to right, achieves a
time complexity of O((n + k) log n) and requires O(n + k) space for an arrangement of n segments and k intersections.
Brown [10] improved the space requirement to O(n). For the complete graph with N vertices and k = O(N4) intersections,
the performance of O(N4 logN) time and O(N2) space adds a logN factor to the optimal time complexity.
Nievergelt and Preparata [11] used plane sweep to merge two planar graphs with total of N vertices and k intersection
points. They showed that if the convexity property holds, this merge takes O(N logN + k) time. Their method uses a line
that is not necessarily straight and is one of the few that directly deals with the vertices of the graph (as event points that
require special processing). Later Mairson and Stolfi [12] extended the result for a subdivision with not necessarily convex
regions. These techniques do not handle non-planar graphs.
Chazelle and Edelsbrunner [5] presented an optimal deterministic algorithm for the intersection reporting problem on
an arrangement of n segments in O(n log n+ k) time and O(n+ k) space that was implemented successfully. The algorithm
breaks segments into pieces and uses line sweep techniques on vertical strips of the arrangement. Balaban [6] proposed
an O(n log n + k) time and linear space algorithm that also works on vertical strips, but traverses the strip tree instead
of sweeping the arrangement. On the complete graph with N vertices, the time complexity of both algorithms will be
dominated by O(k) = O(N4).
The topological sweep of Edelsbrunner and Guibas [1] sweeps an arrangement of n planar lines in O(n2) time and O(n)
space with a topological line instead of a vertical one. It reports the intersection points of the lines according to a partial
order related to the levels in the arrangement. The technique is a critical ingredient in several space and time efficient
2 Joint work with I. Streinu, reported in a prior conference proceedings [9].
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algorithms (e.g. [13–17]) and has extensions like guided topological sweep, which forces additional constraints needed by
other problems, topological walk [18–21] and topological peeling [22,23] for sweeping a convex subset of the arrangement.
The algorithm and its variations have been implemented by several groups (e.g. [9,14,17,24]). Topological sweep offers a
log n improvement factor over the vertical line sweep on an arrangement of n infinite lines. However, the topological sweep
technique works for an arrangement of infinite lines, not finite line segments. We show that it can be revised to work for an
arrangement of segments formed by an embedding of a complete graph.
We present an algorithm for the complete graph based on the topological sweep method. The algorithm achieves the
same complexity as the optimal algorithms mentioned above, and is also simple and easily implementable. The algorithm
borrows ideas from the topological sweep method, but unlike the topological sweep algorithm, it sweeps a complete graph
and not an arrangement of infinite line segments. Furthermore, from the original topological sweep paper it is not clear how
to deal with degeneracies, which our technique handles by augmenting the data structure.
3. Algorithm overview
Let G be a planar embedding of a complete graph onN vertices. Assume vertices are in general position such that no three
are aligned.3 In our representation of the problem,N describes the number of graph verticeswhile n describes the number of
objects traversed by the sweep line, where each such object is an edge of the graph connecting a pair of vertices. The graph G
contains exactly n = N(N−1)2 edges connecting every pair of vertices and the number of edges cut by any sweep line is O(N2),
but can be Θ(N2) with N/2 vertices on each side of the line and (N2 )
2 edges crossing it. A segment of the graph is part of a
graph edge that is delimited by two adjacent intersections or vertices along the graph edge. The complexity of the graph K
is the number of graph segments and not the number of intersection pairs of edges. A graph ofm edges in general position on
2m vertices in convex position consists of m(m−1)2 = O(m2) intersection pairs of edges contains m(m+1)2 = O(m2) segments.
However, in a degenerate graph the number of graph segments can be much lower. For example, if all edges intersect in
the same point the graph will consists of m(m−1)2 = O(m2) intersection pairs of edges but only 2m = O(m) segments and a
single intersection point.
We rely on the knowledge that G is a complete graph to sweep it from left to right to report all intersection points using
a topological line (cut), a monotonic line in the y-direction. The topological line intersects each of the n edges at most once
(rather than exactly once, as for an arrangement of infinite lines). The cut will be maintained and updated in optimal time
using horizon forests, a generalization of the horizon trees from the topological seep algorithm for infinite lines. Every time
a vertex of the graph is swept the moving wall is moved and the horizon forests updated. This update adds the Θ(NM)
complexity, as it is done once for every vertex of the graph.
The cut is specified by the sequence of active segments, one per active edge intersected by the topological line. An active
segment for edge e is defined by extending the segment of e currently crossed by the cut to the right until it intersects another
active edge or a vertex of the graph. The active segment is therefore delimited from left and right by another intersection
point with an active edge (an edge currently intersected by the topological sweep line) or by a vertex of the graph. An active
segment can contain several intersection points, if they are formed with edges not yet registered in the sweep process.
A sweep is implemented by starting with the leftmost cut, which intersects no edges of the graph (for comparison, the
leftmost cut of the topological sweep algorithm includes all semi-infinite edges starting at−∞) and pushing it to the right
in a series of elementary steps until it becomes the rightmost cut. Horizon forests (Section 3.1) keep track of the state of
the sweep. An elementary step comprises the sweeping of the topological line past a ready intersection of edges that are
consecutive in the current cut (Section 3.2) or past a vertex of the graph whose incoming edges are all currently intersected
by the cut (Section 3.3). Themoving wall (Section 3.4) ensures accurate detection of vertices that are ready. Fig. 3 is used to
illustrate Sections 3.1–3.3. Fig. 4 is used to illustrate Section 3.4.
3.1. Horizon forests
To maintain optimal time complexity linear in the size of the arrangement and space complexity linear in the maximal
size of the cut, we build upon the concept of horizon trees [1]. Our horizon graphs are often not trees but horizon forests. The
upper (resp. lower) horizon forest of the cut UHF (resp. LHF) is formed by extending the cut edges to the right. When two
edges intersect, only the one of lower (resp. higher) slope continues to the right (see Fig. 3). Given the lower and upper
horizon forests, the intersection of the right delimiters of the two forests produces the cut, which is computed from the
updated horizon forests in constant time per active edge.
3.2. Intersection event points
In an intersection event point, the active segments switch relative order and the horizon forests’ edges are updated.
Once the horizon forests are updated, the new cut is computed in constant time from the horizon forests and new ready
intersection points are discovered.
3 If three vertices were collinear, graph edges would be coincident.
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Fig. 2. A Horizon tree and the traversal of the bay associated with segment si .
An intersection that can be processed and keep the sweep line a topological line, i.e. intersecting each of the n edges at
most once, is a ready intersection. An intersection point can only become ready after all of its incoming edges are in the sweep-
line status structure, or, in other words, after all edges that participate in it have active segments that are consecutive in the
cut. Later (Section 3.4) we add a necessary condition for an intersection to be ready, testing the location of the intersection
relative to certain edges in the graph.
The concept of a bay in the horizon forests is used to update the horizon forests after each elementary step, i.e. after each
sweeping of a ready intersection or a ready vertex. At any position of the sweep line, the upper (resp. lower) bay relative to
segment s is the sequence of segments of the upper (resp. lower) horizon forest visible to s strictly below (resp. above) s (see
Fig. 2). To update the upper (resp. lower) horizon forest after processing the intersection point of segments si, . . . si+k, for each
segment s of the intersection apart from the first (resp. last) one, the bay above (below) s is traversed. The traversal is done
by walking from one segment to the segment that delimits its horizon forest’s edge to the right, starting from the segment
immediately above (below) s, until reaching the segment that intersects the extension of s (see Fig. 2). If s’s right endpoint
precedes the intersection, the right delimiter of the horizon forest is set to be the right endpoint. If the forest edge associated
with segment l, along the bay of s, terminates in a vertex vl, then if the intersection of l and s along the bay precedes vl, l is
the right delimiter of s. Otherwise, l terminates before it encounters s and the right delimiter of the horizon forest edge of s
is the vertex that is s’s right endpoint (see Fig. 3 and [1]).
3.2.1. Degeneracies
Dealing with degeneracies formed by vertical edges or points sharing an x-coordinate is done by adding dummy
intersections of vertical lines or lines sharing the same slope at positive∞ and by defining a left to right order such that
point A = (Ax, Ay) is to the left of B = (Bx, By), A ≺ B if Ax < Bx or Ax = Bx and Ay < By (left-to-right, bottom-to-top).
Edges are directed from left to right and vertical edges are directed from bottom to top. An intersection i is to the left of
edge e if the x-coordinate of i is smaller than or equal to the x-coordinate of the intersection of the infinite line defined by e
with the horizontal line passing through i. It is to the right otherwise. If an edge e is horizontal, we consider its left endpoint
infinitesimally lower than the right. These changes require somemodifications to the above/below and left/right tests done
by the algorithm but do not affect the time complexity.
Dealing with degeneracies formed by intersection points created by more than two edges is achieved by augmenting
the cut data structure with additional information about the intersection points (see also [9]). This results in an algorithm
whose time complexity depends on the complexity of the input graph, measured as the number of graph segments. We
assume general position on the graph vertices, namely, that no three vertices are collinear. Otherwise graph edges would
be coincident, making this an inappropriate embedding.
To handle degeneracies the cut is augmentedwith the two right endpoints of each active segment li, called rup,i and rdown,i.
If the right endpoint of an active segment is generated by its intersection with a segment from above then rup,i is pointing
to that segment; otherwise rup,i is null. A similar approach is applied to rdown,i and the intersection with a segment from
below. At least one of rup,i and rdown,i is non-null, but both may be non-null in instances where the right endpoint of the
active segment is the intersection point of three or more edges. Given the lower and upper horizon forests, these delimiters
are computed in constant time.
3.2.2. Discovering ready intersections
Define a matching pair as a pair of consecutive active segments li, lj in the cut where rup,i is lj and rdown,j is li. When at
most two segments participate in an intersection, amatching pair implies a ready intersection. For the more general case, we
define amatching sequence of consecutive active segments li, . . . , lj in the cut where every adjacent pair of segments forms
a matching pair. A ready intersection is generated by a complete matching sequence where the bottom segment is li and the
top is lj and in which rdown,i and rup,j are both null.
After each update to the cut, we test whether two newly adjacent active segments form a matching pair. This new pair
either augments amatching sequence thatwas already discovered or initializes a newone. Since a sequence can be discovered
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Fig. 3. A complete graph of 5 vertices demonstrates the structure of the upper and lower horizon forests and the cut (left to right). (a) The arrangement
and the initial cut; (b) Processing vertex 0, no intersection is ready; (c) Processing vertex 1. Edges 12, 13, 14 are added, The upper horizon forest segments
for 02 and 04 below the bottom-most newly added edge 13 need updating, since they are cut by this edge. Since 13 and 02 are adjacent, intersection A is
ready. (d) Processing intersection A. Intersection B is discovered to be ready.
a few times, for each active edge swe hold pointers to the upper-most and lower-most active edges that currently share the
same right endpoint as s, in a pointer called MATCH(s). MATCH(s) is initialized when s first becomes active, and is reset to
itself every time it participates in an elementary step.MATCH is updated at the conclusion of each elementary step to detect
new alignment of right endpoints, already represented in MATCH or initializes a new one. Updating MATCH and testing
whether thematching sequence is not complete takes constant time (Lemma 10).
3.3. Vertex event points
The sweep processes the vertices of the graph only when no intersection points are ready and in a left-to-right order,
precisely when all the vertices’ incoming edges are active: When a vertex v is encountered, all active in-edges {uv|u ≺ v}
are deleted from the set of active segments and out-edges {vu|u  v} are added to it.
To update the horizon forests the in-edges of the event vertex v are deleted (they cannot abut any other active segment
from the right, allowing their safe deletion) and the out-edges of v are inserted in decreasing (for the upper forest) or
increasing (for the lower forest) order of slope into the structure. To insert an edge begin at its left endpoint v and walk
in counterclockwise order around the bay formed by the previous edges to find the intersection point with an active edge
(similar to the update for an intersection point, see Section 3.2).
The edges emanating from the newvertex to the right, added to the set of active edges,may cut some of the existing active
segments and change the horizon forests and the cut. For example, the graph in Fig. 3 contains 5 vertices. After vertex 0 is
processed both the upper and lower horizon forests contain edges emanating from 0 to the right. Next vertex 1 is processed,
deleting edge 01 and adding edges 12, 13, 14. The edges of the horizon forests that correspond to these 3 new edges can
be updated, by traversing the bay. However, the addition of edge 13 changed the upper horizon forest edges also for edges
02, 04, since they are now cut by 13.
All active segments can be affected by this change: segments below the new segments can be cut in the upper horizon
forest (by the bottom-most newly added segment) and segments above the newly added segments can be changed in the
lower horizon forest (by the top-most newly added segment). The entire horizon forests is updated in time linear in the size
of the cut by checking if every forest edge is cut by the new segment to the right or to the left of its current right endpoint.
The change to the horizon forests requires an update of the cut, again, in a cost that is linear in the size of the cut.
3.4. A moving wall
The set of active edges does not span thewhole arrangement. Consequently, the sweep can encounter intersection points
created by active edges before identifying intermediary edges that block them. For example, Fig. 4(a) contains a graph of 7
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Fig. 4. (a) A graph of 7 vertices with the sweep line positioned on the dotted line. The bold segments are the set of active segments while the dashed edges
are not yet registered in the sweep process. The next vertex to be processed is 3. The associatedmovingwall is drawn as a bold dashed line. (b) Moving wall
and moving chain: A subset of a graph, with the moving wall (dashed) andmoving chain associated with vertex v. For clarity, not all vertices and edges are
drawn.
vertices. Assume the sweep line is positioned on the dotted line. The bold segments are the active segments. Intersection B
of 06 and 25 seems ready to be processed, as it is the right endpoint of both active segments associated with these edges,
that are adjacent along the cut. However, B cannot be processed yet, as 06 and 25 intersect 34 before point B. In addition, if
intersection Bwill be processed, 06 and 25will switch position in the cut, causing 34 to be inserted incorrectly. Intersection
points that are to the right of any edge that is not yet active cannot be ready.
On the other hand, consider intersection A in Fig. 4(a). Both A and vertex 3 are ready to be processed (since A is located to
the right of vertex 3, in a vertical line sweep vertex 3 would have definitely been processed prior to A). However, the order of
the cut edges currently places the edge 16 over edge 05. If vertex 3 will be processed at this time, the update of the horizon
forests and the cut will be incorrect. All intersection points that are to the left of all segments emanating from vertex v
must be processed before vertex v is processed.
Define amoving wall of a position of the sweep line as the semi-infinite lines corresponding with the two extreme edges
emanating to the right from the next vertex vnext to be swept. Themovingwalls for all vertices can be computed inO(N logN)
time using the incremental convex hull algorithm [25]. At any time, the sweep line is forced to the left of the current position
of the moving wall: any ready intersection that is inside the moving wall is discarded and ready intersections that affect the
moving wall are swept before the next vertex is processed.4
Wemodify the definition of a ready intersection as follows:
Definition 1. An intersection is ready if all edges that participate in it have active segments that are consecutive in the cut,
and if it is outside the moving wall associated with the next vertex vnext to be swept.
There might be intersections that are inside the moving wall associated with vnext, but could still be legally swept, for
example intersection B in Fig. 4(b). We use the moving chain to define the area that can be legally swept (see Fig. 4(b)),
where the moving chain is the union of the upper and lower chains constructed as follows: The initial lower (resp. upper)
chain is the lower-most (resp. upper-most) edge emanating from vnext to the right. The lower (upper) chain is constructed
iteratively by adding the lower-most (upper-most) edge emanating from the current right endpoint of the chain to the right,
until reaching the rightmost vertex of the graph.
Advancing the sweep line to the moving chain corresponding to vnext, instead of only to the moving wall might increase
the time complexity, as a ready intersection needs to be compared to every segment of themoving chain. Instead, we choose
to force the sweep line only to the wall created from the two extreme segments emanating to the right from vnext, and
their extension to infinity: intersections that are outside the moving chain but inside the moving wall are discarded (see
Fig. 4(b)) and are rediscovered when vnext is swept, by checking every pair of adjacent active segments in the cut for ready
intersections. The cost of this step is linear in the size of the active setM , however, it is performed only a linear number of
times in N (once for each vertex).
We will prove that a ready intersection will always exist unless the sweep line is aligned with the moving wall or unless we
are considering the rightmost cut and that every intersection will be traversed exactly once (see Lemma 5 in Section 4.3). This
guarantees that the progress of the sweep line is always possible and the algorithm traverses the graph correctly.
4 The idea of aligning the sweep line to the arrangement was mentioned in [26], referring to vertical alignments of pairs of vertices. The alignment is
done using an alignment graph, a graph whose nodes are the cut edges and whose arcs connect pairs of vertices that need to be aligned. If the alignment
graph is not too big the topological sweep can be performed with no increased cost.
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4. Algorithm analysis
4.1. Data structures
The main data structures are V [], holding the vertices of the graph, E representing the sweep line, and I , holding ready
intersections.
V [] is a static array holding the vertices of the graph, represented with their x and y coordinates and sorted according
to their left-to-right order. Every vertex holds the moving wall associated with it, as the pair of vertices with top-most
and lower-most edges corresponding with the two extreme edges emanating from it to the right and is computed at the
initialization step.
E, the cut, is a linked list of segments, ordered according to their y intercept with the sweep line, allowing insertions,
deletions and swaps to be done in constant update time.5 Each segment is specified by the index of its begin and end
vertices in V [] begin_point and end_point and includes: pointers to the segments above and below it; pointers to
segments delimiting the cut associated with this segment, from the left cut_left and from the right cut_right_up,
cut_right_down; pointers to the segments delimiting the edges of the upper and lower horizon forests associated with
this segment from the left HFL_left, HFU_left and from the right HFL_right, HFU_right; and pointers to the upper-
most and lower-most active segments MATCH_up and MATCH_down that currently share the same right endpoint as the
current segment.
Some of the active segments may be delimited not by an active segments, but instead by a vertex. Pointers to vertices are
implemented using an array of n degenerate segments, called point_segments[], where the indices of the begin and end
vertices are identical. For the right endpoints of the cut edges, an additional pointer to an empty or NULL segment is used.
When the sweep advances, the left delimiters of someof the active segmentsmight be deleted from the active list, causing
a pointing error. The pointing error is avoided by creating a dummy segment for any left pointer of an active segment, and
is deleted when the segment itself is deleted. This can be achieved since left segments are used primarily for advancing
the horizon trees and for drawing purposes. Thus the algorithm uses only the immediate information stored by the deleted
segment, and not its location in the linked list of segments.
I is a stack of pairs of pointers to segments that correspond to intersection points that are currently ready to be processed.
If (si, sj) is in I then the segments between si and sj all share a common right endpoint which is outside the current moving
wall and represent a legal next move for the topological line. I holds only the intersection event points. Vertex event points
are stored as the index to the next vertex vnext to be swept and are processed only after all possible intersection events points
(outside the moving wall) have been processed.
4.2. Algorithm’s pseudo-code
Initialization:
• Sort the vertices and store them in V [].
• Compute the moving wall for each vertex, as the pair of vertices corresponding with the two extreme edges emanating
to the right from the vertex, by using the incremental convex hull algorithm from right or left.
Sweep
• While there are more vertices to be swept:
(1) Process the next vertex to be swept vnext.
(2) Delete all edges terminating in vnext from the list of active edges E and insert all edges starting at vnext and compute
their horizon forests endpoints.
(3) If needed, update the horizon forest edges for all active segments affected by the newly added lines, by scanning
through the list of active segments and comparing the right endpoint of the horizon forest to its intersection point
with the newly added segment.
(4) Update the cut, according to the changes in the horizon forests.
(5) Update the moving wall and re-scan the list of active segments E to detect any ready intersections formed after the
updates to the horizon forests and the cut or any intersections that were inside the old moving wall and are now
outside the new wall.
(6) While the stack of ready intersections I is not empty:
. Pop the next ready intersection from the stack I
. Update the order of the affected edges (that participate in the intersection) in the active list E, their horizon forest
edges and their cut edges.
. Compute ready intersections, using the cut, only if the intersection is outside the moving wall.
5 The original topological sweep algorithm [1] uses several static arrays instead of one linked list that stores all the relevant data. In that implementation
the array E[] stores the lines of the arrangement and the order of the edges along the cut is maintained using an array holding the current sequence of
indices from E[] that form the lines of the cut. That configuration of data structures depends upon the input being infinite lines.
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Fig. 5. The connected component property.
4.3. Analysis of the progress of the sweep line
Lemmas 2, 3 and 5 explain the progression of the sweep line, proving that every intersection point will be traversed
exactly once.
Lemma 2. Intersections that are to the right of any edge that is not yet active cannot be ready.
Proof. See Section 3.4 for a proof by contradiction. 
Lemma 3. All intersections that are to the left of all segments emanating from vertex v must be processed before vertex v is
processed.
Proof. See Section 3.4 for a proof by contradiction. 
Lemma 4. The connected component property6: The set of segments along any cut that contain the same intersection point as
their right endpoint, where the intersection point is outside the moving wall associated with the current position of the cut, form
at most one connected component.
Proof. Assume intersection p is outside the moving wall and assume that the segments that contain intersection p as their
right endpoint form more than one connected component. Let the segments be p1, p2 . . . pm and the associated edges be
e1, e2 . . . em. Since there is more than one connected component there exist at least one active edge ek 6= ej, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
along the current cut, between pi and pi+1 whose current active segment sk does not have p as a right endpoint. Assume sk’s
right endpoint is q and assume the right vertices associated with edges ei and ei+1 are vi and vi+1 respectively (see Fig. 5).
If ek’s right vertex vk is inside the closed region defined by segments pi, pi+1 and the vertical line through q then vertex vk
has not been processed yet and any intersection inside the region defined by vertices vk, vi, vi+1 must be inside the moving
wall associated with vertex vk and inside the moving wall associated with the current position of the sweep line. Hence
intersection p is inside the moving wall.
Otherwise, segment sk’s right end point, which is inside the region defined by segments pi, pi+1 and the vertical line
through q is not a vertex but an intersection point with another active segment c. If the slope of c is smaller (resp. larger)
than that of sk, then either c intersects pi (resp. pi+1) at a point r between points p and q or c terminates in a vertex vc inside
the closed region defined by vertices vk, vi, vi+1. In the first case, since point q has not yet been processed, point r is not yet
ready and has not been processed, and therefore the edge pi (resp. pi+1) cannot yet be part of the cut. In the latter case, p
must be inside the moving wall associated with vertex vk and inside the moving wall associated with the current position
of the sweep line. 
Lemma 5. There always exists a ready intersection, unless the sweep line is aligned with the moving wall or unless we are
considering the rightmost cut.
Proof. An intersection is ready if all edges that participate in it have active segments that are consecutive in the cut, and if
it is outside the moving wall associated with the next vertex vnext to be swept (see Definition 1).
Assume that some position of the sweep line has no consecutive segments of the cut with a common right endpoint p
that is outside the moving wall and where all segments that share p are active (otherwise we are done). We claim that the
next event point, the next vertex to be swept, vnext is a legal move. Assume that vnext is not a legal move. Then there are
in-edges e1, . . . ek, k ≥ 1 of vnext whose active segments do not have vnext as their right endpoint. Since all vertices to the
left of vnext have been swept every in-edges ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ kmust be cut by the sweep line and contain some active segment
6 The connected component property holds for arrangements of infinite lines and was proved in [9]. In order for the property to hold for general graphs
it is necessary that the intersection point will be outside the moving wall associated with the current position of the cut, a restriction that was not needed
for arrangements of infinite lines.
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Fig. 6. Analysis of the complexity of updating the horizon forest for the complete graph.
sei . Let se be the segment with the leftmost right endpoint. Such an endpoint exists, because the cut is not the rightmost. Let
the right endpoint ve of se be an intersection with edge f and let f ’s active segment be sf . Let vf be sf ’s right endpoint. Since
ve was not swept yet, either vf = ve or vf < ve.
If vf = ve we are done. Otherwise, by the connected component property (Lemma 4) either the intersection ve is ready or
there are segments associated with ve that are not yet active: a contradiction, since se is the leftmost right endpoint. 
4.4. Analysis of the algorithm’s time complexity
Lemma 10 and Theorems 6 and 11 analyze the algorithm’s complexity. Theorem 6 analyzes the cost of updating the
horizon forests, Lemma 10 discusses the complexity of computing ready intersection points by comparing adjacent active
segments and Theorem 11 summarizes the total complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 6. The total cost of updating the upper (lower) horizon forest in a topological sweep of a (possibly degenerate)
complete graph on N vertices, through all steps is Θ(K) = O(N4), where K is the complexity of the graph, measured as the
number of segments.
A graph lacks certain properties that were useful in analyzing the cost of updating the horizon trees in an arrangement
of infinite lines, as in the original topological sweep algorithm. Firstly, as edges are finite, some edges may not intersect.
Secondly, not all edges of the graph appear in the data structure at the same time. As a consequence, an edge e can be visible
from edge d at one position of the sweep line, but invisible to it at another position or even invisible to it in the graph
embedding. Thus, the complexity of the bay traversals associated with edge e is not determined only by the edges visible
from e. However, the properties of the complete graph and the steps of the algorithm (Lemma 9) will guarantee that all
edges that participate in a bay traversal associated with edge e are visible to e or intersect e.
To prove Theorem 6 we use the following observations:
Observation 7. In the complete graph each bay is a convex sequence of edges of monotonically increasing slope (this property
does not necessarily hold for a general graph).
Observation 8. When a vertex u is processed in the algorithm, all out-edges of u (uv, u ≺ v) are added to the cut. All of u’s
out-edges intersect only at point u and thus they can be inserted into the cut in order and their order will remain unchanged. An
edge uw,w ∈ V may be removed from the cut as the sweep progresses, but no new edge emanating from u can be added in later
steps.
Lemma 9. All edges participating in bay traversals associated with edge e = AB, where A ≺ B, intersect e or vertices A or B.
Proof. Assume edge d = CD is in a bay associated with intersection X on edge e = AB and assume d does not intersect the
interior of edge e, or one of the vertices A, B (see Fig. 6(a)). Furthermore, assume that d is below e (a similar argument can
be applied to edges above e). Vertex Dmust be to the right of vertex A, otherwise it would not have been possible for d and
e to be active at the same time.
When d = CD participates in a bay associated with an intersection on e, vertices A and C must have already been
processed by the algorithm. When A is processed all edges emanating from it, including edge AD are introduced. Similarly,
when C is processed all edges emanating from it, including edges CB and d = CD are introduced (Observation 8).
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Since d = CD and e = AB do not intersect, and d = CD and CB intersect only at C , the order of the three edges
d = CD, e = AB, CB remains unchanged along the cut as long as all three edges are in the cut. By assumption e is above
d. If the order is e above d above CB, then d must intersect e, since CB intersects e. If the order is e above CB above d, then
d is hidden at all times from e and cannot be in e’s bay. If the order is CB above e = AB above d = CD, then vertex D must
be below AB. The relative order AD, CD and AB, ADmust remain unchanged throughout the algorithm, so we have CB above
e = AB above AD, above CD. As a result d is hidden from e by AD and d cannot be part of a bay traversal associated with a
vertex on e. 
Proof of Theorem 6. 7 We consider the complexity of updating the upper horizon tree. An analogous argument holds for
the lower horizon tree.
Let e be an edge of the graph, connecting vertices A and B. Assume w.l.o.g B is to the right of A. We claim that the cost of
all bay traversals required during updates to the upper horizon forest which involve elementary steps at intersections of e
is linear with the number of intersections on e, where intersections include all edges crossing e and all edges terminating in
B. The number of edge crossings on e is linear with the number of segments of e. If our claim is correct then the total cost of
updating the upper horizon forest throughout all elementary steps is linear with the sum of the number of segments of the
graph, K , proving the theorem.
Consider an elementary step on intersection X on edge e. We traverse the sequence of segments s1, · · · sk on the bay
associated with the elementary step (see Fig. 6(a)), starting from the segment immediately below e in the current cut, until
we reach an edge sk intersecting e (see Section 3.2).
Consider the following charging scheme: The first and last segments of the bay s1, sk will be charged to the intersection
of e with the associated edges8 of segments s1 and sk. For every other segment si along the bay, charge its traversal to the
intersection of e with the edge containing the previous segment si−1, if the slope of si is less than that of e, else charge it to
the intersection of ewith the edge containing the next segment si+1.
Assume X is a (possibly degenerate) intersection of edge e with edges m1, . . .mj, where the edges are radially ordered
according to slope and e’s slope is between m1’s and mj’s slope (see Fig. 6(b)). Since edgesm1, . . .mj are ordered according
to slope, and only intersect in X , the order of the edges along the cut, before X is processed and after X is processed is
unaffected by any elementary step, except for addition or removal of edges. The first charging procedure can add to the
charges of intersection X one charge from the first and last segments of a bay, one charge from edgem1 and one charge from
edgemj.
In all charges to X from the second charging procedure due to bay traversals associated with e only edgesm1 andmj can
be charged, each at most once. Before X is processed edges m2, . . .mj are hidden from e and cannot participate in a bay
traversal associated with these cuts. In all steps where edge m1 exists in the cut it hides the subsequent edges. For every
edge mi, let its left vertex be vi. Assume that at some time mi is visible to e, meaning that at that time m1 does not exist
in the cut. Following Observation 8, at the time vi was processed by the algorithm but v1 was not. In addition, edge viv1
exists in the cut. But since m1’s slope is greater then mi’s slope, viv1 hides mi from e. Following a similar argument, after X
is processed edgesm1, . . .mj−1 are hidden from e and also cannot participate in a bay traversal associated with these cuts.
Next, we prove that m1 and mj can be charged at most once in all the bay traversals associated with e. Consider the last
time the intersection of ewith edgemo (o = 1 or j) is charged during the traversals under consideration and assumemo has
slope greater than e. Furthermore, assume thatmo’s intersection with e is charged by the preceding segment tomo along the
bay associated with intersection Z , segment so−1 associated with edge mo−1. Note that any edge charging mo’s intersection
with e, viamo, must have slope between those of e andmo. At the current elementary step the intersection Y ofmo andmo−1
and the intersection of mo−1 and e have not been traversed yet. Therefore in all earlier cuts involving e, after edges mo and
mo−1 are introduced in the cut, edges e,mo−1 andmo will occur in the cut in that order. Observation 8 guarantees that when
mo is in the cut, all edges emanating from mo’s left vertex vo are also in the cut. Thus, during the bay traversals associated
with these earlier cuts either the portion of edgemo to the left of Y is shielded bymo−1 or it is shielded by edge vovo−1, where
vo−1 is the left vertex of edgemo−1. Thereforemo cannot be part of any bay and receive charges.
The portion of mo to the right of Y cannot be charged as well. Otherwise, there must be an edge c connecting vertices
u1, u2, intersecting mo to the right of Y as part of an earlier bay. Since the slope of c must be between these of e and mo it
either must be below e in the current cut, shielding Y from e or edge vou1 must be in the cut shielding Y from e, making it
impossible for Y to be in the current bay. 
Lemma 10. The total cost of comparing adjacent active segments (computing ready intersection points) through all steps is O(K),
where K is the complexity of the graph, measured as the number of segments and ranges betweenΩ(n) toΘ(n4).
Proof. The process of comparing adjacent active segments is supported by pointers MATCH_up and MATCH_down from every
segment s to the upper-most and lower-most active segments that currently share the same right endpoint as s, stored in
V []’s entry for segment s. MATCH_up and MATCH_down (referred to as MATCH(s)) are updated at the conclusion of each
elementary step to detect new alignment of right endpoints or initializes a new ones. The structures are initialized when s
first becomes active, and are reset to point to s itself every time s participates in an elementary step.
7 The proof follows the lines of the proof of the complexity of updating the horizon trees in a topological sweep of an arrangement [27].
8 Throughout the proof, the associated edge for segment si , is the edge of the graph that si lies on.
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Fig. 7. Topologically sweeping the complete graph — experimental results.
Each segment cwhose right endpoint is not inside themovingwall is first tested against the segments above and below it.
If a matching segmentm, whose right endpoint is the same as c ’s right endpoint, is found and the right endpoint is not inside
themovingwall, thenmwill be tested againstMATCH(m). By the connected component property (Lemma4), atmost one of the
edges that delimits c above or below can have a MATCH, or more than one connected component would exist. Thus, at most
3 tests are needed (if another match exists, it would have been found, when the segments that form it were investigated).
The complexity corresponds to the total number of segments that enter all intersections,Θ(K). See also [9]. 
Theorem 11. A topological sweep of a complete graph with N vertices, complexity K and maximal cut size M can be carried out
inΘ(K + NM) = O(N4) time andΘ(M) space, where the maximal value of M is O(N2).
Proof. The initialization step costs O(N logN): sort all vertices and compute the moving wall for each vertex. The cost of all
updates step for an intersection point is O(K). The cost of processing each vertex is as follows: When a vertex v is inserted,
the segments terminating (resp. beginning) in v are deleted (resp. inserted) to the set of active segments in O(N) time. Next,
the horizon forests are updated and the cut is modified in constant time per affected segment. Lastly, the moving wall is
updated. A scan is done through all active segments to check whether ready intersections exist inside the old moving wall
but outside the newmovingwall. In total, the cost of each update step for a vertex is linear in the size of the cut at the time the
vertex is insertedΘ(M). There are N vertices so the complexity for all vertex events isΘ(MN) and in totalΘ(K +NM). 
5. Experimental results
Our experiments checked the behavior of the sweep algorithm on graphs of sizes 10–70 vertices (hundreds to a over a
million edges and intersections), created by generating N random points. When a vertex is swept all the active segments
that terminate in it should be ready. In addition, at the end of a correct sweep the set of active segments must be empty and
all vertices must be swept. The above conditions guarantee that a mistake did not occur during the sweeping process and
are checked to verify that the sweep advances correctly and that the algorithm works well.
Our code is written in C++, and does not use any geometric libraries for computations, but uses GEOMVIEW for
visualization of the output. If display is not needed, the computation can be streamlined further. The code is built modularly
and can be easily modified and is available online. It was tested on a Sun Enterprise 250 processor, 400 MHz, and was
compiled using the GNU C++ compiler. The results are presented in Fig. 7. It can be clearly seen that the running time is
linear in the complexity of the graph K .
6. General graphs
We expect that this technique can be applied to any graph embedding, sweeping a graph of N vertices and complexity
K and reporting all intersections in O(K + NM + N3) time and O(M) space, where M is the maximal number of times a
topological line intersects the graph (the maximal size of the cut). The O(N3) factor, that does not exist in the analysis of the
complete graph, accounts for edges with segments that participate in bay traversals associated with edges of the graph but
do not intersect these edges. The algorithm will achieve optimal time complexity when applied to dense graphs where K ,
the graph complexity, is a dominant factor, of the order ofΩ(NM) orΩ(N3).
The underlying concept of the moving wall can be applied to any graph without significant changes, with the exception
that wall edges are possibly imaginary edges, corresponding with the two vertices to the right of vnext which form the lines
with minimal and maximal slopes with it.
The main changes in the algorithm are in the update steps of the horizon forests, taking into account the cases where a
segment si along a bay traversed is not delimited by an intersection point with another segment of the horizon forest, but
rather terminates in a vertex of the graph. This will create bays that are not formed by a single convex chain of segments but
rather by several disconnected chains or a sequence that is not convex (see Fig. 8). Embedded graphs where every vertex
has positive indegree and positive outdegree may be a special case for which the current algorithm can be easily extended,
as the zone associated with each edge will be x-monotone, simplifying the update process.
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Fig. 8. A bay in a general graph: Consider the general graph as in the figure consisting of 10 vertices and 5 edges, where the current position of the sweep
line is depicted with the thin vertical line and the edges of the horizon forest are drawn as bold lines. The bay associated with edge s, drawn as dashed
circular lines, is not connected.
Fig. 9. A difficult case in the analysis of the complexity of updating the horizon forest in a general graph. Consider the graph in the figure, consisting of
10 vertices and 5 edges, where vertices are labeled according to their left-to-right order. Assume vertices 1–4 have been processed but vertices 5–10 have
not yet been registered in the sweep process. Edge 3− 9 is not visible to edge 4− 7. However, when intersection X of edges 1− 6 and 4− 7 is processed,
edge 5− 10 is not part of the cut and the the bay associated with X contains a segment of edge 3− 9, making a segment of 3− 9 visible to 4− 7 at that
time.
The main problem in applying our method to a general graphs lies in the complexity analysis: In the special case of
topologically sweeping the complete graph, as shown in Theorem 6, it was possible to bound the complexity of the horizon
trees, by using constraints implied by the complete graph. A comparable analysis of a general graph requires adding pseudo
edges in order to constrain the graph resulting in an O(K + N3) total cost of updating the horizon forests through all steps
(in comparison to O(K), as for the complete graph). Further research is needed to verify the complexity.
The analysis of the complexity of updating the horizon trees in an arrangement of infinite line, as in the original topological
sweep algorithm, is based on the analysis of the complexity of the zone of a single line, where the zone of an edge e in a
two-dimensional arrangement of n edges is the set of faces (vertices, edges and cells) of the arrangement that can see e.
Although the zone is not mentioned specifically, the complexity of the bay traversals associated with a single line follows
the complexity of the zone of the line, O(n) and thus for a topological sweep on an arrangement of infinite lines, the cost of
updating the horizon trees isO(n2).9 However, applying the zone theorem to the analysis of the update of the horizon forests
for a graph poses some problems. Firstly, the complexity of the zone of an edge and the complexity of the bay traversals
associated with the edge might not be linearly correlated. As shown in Fig. 9, a segment of edge d can participate in the
traversal of a bay associatedwith edge e, although it will not be in e’s zone. Secondly, the complexities of the zone associated
with an edge in an arrangement of line segments are higher then those of an arrangement of infinite lines: faces of the
arrangement of line segments are not necessarily convex and the maximal complexity of a single cell is Θ(nα(n)), where
α(n) is the inverse Ackerman function [30,31].
7. Application — computation of the simplicial depth median
Data depth is a statistical analysis method measuring how deep (or central) a given point x ∈ Rd is relative to F , a
probability distribution in Rd or relative to a given data cloud S. It has an enormous potential as an analysis method for
9 The zone and zone theorem [28–30] play an important role in the analysis of arrangements of lines, lines segments and curves. For an arrangement of
n infinite lines in general position it has been shown the the zone associated with each line is linear in the size of the arrangement [27–30].
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Fig. 10. A data set consisting of 10 points. Consider moving along segment s from left to right and computing the depth of s’s intersection with m based
on the depth of s’s intersection with l. Assume s’s intersection with m and l are M and L respectively. Intersection L is on the boundary of 3 triangles that
are strictly to the left of l and do not contain M . On the other hand, M is on the boundary of 6 triangles that are strictly to the right of m. Therefore M is
contained in all triangles containing Lminus 3 plus 6.
real life data sets because it does not require prior assumptions on the probability distribution of the data and deals with
outliers. Liu [32] suggested the simplicial depth function as a robust, affine invariant depth function. The simplicial depth of
a point x with respect to a data set S is either the fraction of the closed simplicies formed by d + 1 points of S containing
x [32].10
Themedian is the deepest point ofRd and is associatedwith the center of the data set. Aloupis et al. [2] studied the problem
of computing the simplicial median in R2 and suggested several algorithms. The algorithms consider the arrangement
formed by connecting every pair of data points. The depth function achieves local maximum on an intersection of the
arrangement and therefore it suffices to compute the depth of every intersection point in order to compute the maximal
depth.
Assumew.l.o.g that segment s is traversed from left to right. Then the depth of an intersection on s (formedwith segment
l) can be computed in O(1) time from the depth of the adjacent intersection if the number of data points on one side of l
is known (see Fig. 10): ‘‘Each intersecting segment forms a triangle with every point strictly to one side of it. Thus every
time a segment l is encountered during the left-to-right walk along s we enter as many triangles as there are points on the
right side of l and every time a segment l is left behind, we exit triangles formed by that segment and every point on its left
side’’ [2]. Therefore, once a depth of a single intersection point on a segment l is known, the depth of all other intersections
on l can be computed by moving along l. To achieve a constant update time per intersection, the intersection points on each
segment l need to be processed according to their order along l.
Aloupis et al. [2] describe three possiblemethods to compute the simplicial median of a set ofN points. Onemethod finds
all intersection points along each segment and sorts them yielding an O(N4 logN) time algorithm, a logN factor over the
optimal. Another approach computes the arrangement of segments in O(N4) time but uses O(N4) space. A third approach
suggested the possibility of using topological sweep [1], that sweeps an arrangement of n planar lines in O(n2) time and O(n)
space with a topological line instead of a vertical one to achieve O(N4) optimal time and O(N2) space. It was not obvious
at the outset, however, how to modify a method designed for an arrangement of infinite lines to work for finite segments.
One strategy, to extend the segments into infinite lines, generates extraneous intersections, that need to be identified and
discarded. Our graph sweep algorithm solves the problem of finding the simplicial median in O(N4) optimal time and O(N2)
space and was implemented in practice.
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